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ABOUT US
V.Co DESIGN specialises in providing
innovative coatings solutions to superyachts,
using only the best premium, self-adhesive
films that are environmentally friendly, and
both time efficient and cost effective to apply.
We cover all your decorative and technical
surface needs, from exterior protection and
colour changes to interior transformations,
as well as biocide-free, durable antifouling
systems and glass finishes.
With globally available, expert in-house
fitters, our team understands the importance
of providing flawless service, offering clear
quotes and honest advice to work in harmony
with your current paint system.
When it comes to your superyacht, choose a
style, not just a finish.
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WHAT V.CO DESIGN CAN DO
FOR YOU
HULL & SUPERSTRUCTURE

Finishing for a range of exterior surfaces, including hull,
superstructure and deck heads. Colour transformation at a
fraction of the cost and time of repainting, whether for a special
event or longer term. Protection against UV and chemical
damage to uphold the quality of the yacht’s finish.

TENDERS & TOYS

Match the tenders and toys to the yacht’s
colour to provide perfect aesthetic harmony.
Quickly and economically change the colour
of tenders or toys for a special event
or for longer periods.

INTERIORS

Innovative luxury textured panel finishes to provide
a unique range of premium, interchangeable surface
options that avoid the need to tear down interior.
Lightweight, easily maintained laminates and veneers
in keeping with a superyacht’s style at a fraction of the
weight. Durable surface materials for use in crew areas,
from countertops to bulkheads.

GLASS FINISH
ANTIFOULING & PERFORMANCE SKINS

Flow Silikon and Silikon Top, a 100% biocide-free, transparent
antifouling system that does not lose efficacy over time, with
the option of a three or five year lifespan.
Flow XtremSkin, a pro-speed, lightweight biocide-free film to
improve the performance of racing yachts.

Glare reduction for improved visibility of the
surroundings. UV and heat rejection options to reduce
demand on AC system and protect interior materials
from sun damage.
Privacy options, including glass transformation from
transparent to frosted with one-touch controls.

CLEAR PROTECTION

Protect your surfaces in areas of more intense use with
this scratch-resistant, self-healing coating that is easily
cleaned and maintained.
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FAQ
Why choose yacht wrapping?
Vinyl coatings have both a protective and aesthetic
role to play on a superyacht’s surfaces. They offer
a durable, economical and quick solution to your
yacht finishing needs, with a wide range of colours
and textures to offer you new freedoms in creativity.
How often will I need to replace the vinyl coating?
The coating durability will vary depending on the
type of vinyl selected and how well it is maintained.
Vinyl coatings have stood up very well in tests
against traditional coating options for yachts.
How long does yacht wrapping take?
This depends on how big the project is and the
type of vinyl selected. The best way to gauge the
time advantages is to consider that a vinyl wrap is
a much shorter process than a full paint job. After
surface preparation, the vinyl is heat-sealed onto
the surface to which it is being adhered, and that is
all that is needed.

What will happen when I remove the vinyl?
Once the vinyl film has been removed, the paint
beneath will be revealed in the same condition in
which it was originally covered.
What are the options for use of vinyl coatings in
yacht interiors?
There is a wide range of uses for vinyl coatings on
a yacht’s interior, from deck heads and crew areas,
to luxurious guest cabins with leather-effect or
multi-textured relief effect surfaces.
What if I damage the vinyl?
Depending on the amount of damage your yacht
sustains, you can use the repair set that you receive
when wrapping your yacht. A simple patch can do
most repairs. For larger damaged areas, it is best to
contact skilled fitters.
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CONTACT US
As our philosophy is to offer you convenience and
the best service in our field, we are able to
travel globally to reach your yacht.
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